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Outdoor growing ban
returns to center stage

Trump
follows
through
on plan
State, local lawmakers
livid at possible threat
to coastal sanctuaries
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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WARY OF RULES: Santa Rosa resident John Bekas is worried about the City Council changing rules on growing marijuana outdoors as he approaches the time to transplant
his medical marijuana this spring. “They are basically forcing people to either go to a cannabis club or have nothing,” Bekas said. “But cannabis clubs will bankrupt you.”

City Council to vote on emergency prohibition after public input delay
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

J

ohn Bekas suffers from epilepsy. His hip, shattered in a car crash 10 years ago, still hurts.
The 40-year-old warehouse worker finds that
cannabis gives him relief from the symptoms of
both chronic conditions.
For the past two
years, Bekas and his
INSIDE
wife have grown mariState proposal would establish
juana in the backyard
first comprehensive rules for
of their single-family
medical pot industry / B3
home in southwest
Santa Rosa, harvesting enough sun-grown plants
to inexpensively supply their needs nearly yearround. Now Santa Rosa, like other communities,
is considering banning all outdoor growing of all
cannabis — medical or recreational. Bekas doesn’t
think that’s fair.

“They are basically forcing people to either go to
a cannabis club or have nothing,” Bekas said. “But
cannabis clubs will bankrupt you.”
Bekas is one of many Santa Rosa residents who
are confounded by the city’s plan to ban outdoor
cultivation of cannabis after effectively allowing it
for decades. He’s got his garden plot ready, foot-tall
seedlings prepped to plant into their GeoPots, but
now he doesn’t know what to do.
“We have no idea what’s happening this season,”
Bekas said.
One month after shelving the proposal to get
more public input, Santa Rosa is once again poised
to enact an emergency ban on outdoor growing of
cannabis. The prohibition would go into place immediately if passed Tuesday by the City Council.
Concerned that odor complaints and cannabisrelated crime will only increase in the wake of the
TURN TO OUTDOOR » PAGE A2

SR OUTDOOR
CANNABIS BAN
The Santa Rosa City Council
on Tuesday will vote on an
emergency ban on outdoor
growing.
■ If passed, it will take effect
immediately.
■ Because of concerns about
odor and crime, the council
was already planning to
include an outdoor growing
ban into regulations slated
to go into effect later this
year, but felt the need to
vote now before people get
too invested in gardens that
might become illegal before
fully grown.

“This is something that every jurisdiction is struggling with right now.”
CHRIS ROGERS, Santa Rosa City Councilman

President Donald Trump has
doubled down on his call for
greater U.S. fossil fuel production, setting the stage Friday
for expanded offshore oil drilling and potentially rolling back
the North Coast’s sole defense
against the prospect of oil rigs
dotting the scenic shoreline.
The 30th executive order INSIDE
signed by the EPA’s web
president in his overhaul slashes
first 99 days in sites containing
office called for climate data,
leasing of oil scientific
drilling tracts information / B1
“to the maximum extent permitted by law,”
accompanied by Trump’s verbal
pledge that it would create thousands of high-paying jobs and
make the nation more secure.
“This is a great day for American workers and families,”
Trump said at a White House
ceremony.
Veterans of the decadeslong
push to ban oil drilling on California coast, however, said the
order amounted to the clearest
threat of new drilling since Congress banned new offshore extraction in 1982.
The state’s top Democrats, including Gov. Jerry Brown, blasted Trump’s action. Sen. Dianne
Feinstein called the order “reckless and unnecessary.”
“It’s frightening that someTURN TO OIL » PAGE A2

US ECONOMY

Optimism,
yet reduced
spending
In early 2017, consumers
put off big-ticket items

By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ
NEW YORK TIMES

A return to the epicenter of the riots
25 YEARS LATER »
Residents expect repeat of
unrest that tore apart LA
By JENNIFER MEDINA
NEW YORK TIMES

LOS ANGELES — After an allwhite jury acquitted four white
police officers in the beating of
Rodney King, it was only minutes before Henry Keith Watson
joined hundreds of others here at
the corner of Florence and Normandie in South Los Angeles.
They were filled with fury and
disbelief, and eager to show it to
the rest of the world.
Watson was one of the four
men convicted in the beating of
Reginald Denny, a white truck
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driver who tried to pass through
the intersection before he was
pulled from his vehicle. With
news helicopters hovering above,
the intersection became the flash
point in the 1992 riots that rocked
this city. Watson, who held Denny’s neck down with his foot, was
later convicted of assault for his
role in the beating. He later apologized to Denny on a nationally
televised talk show.
Now, 25 years later, Watson is
not in the mood to say sorry — he
called himself “an angry black
man” one afternoon this week as
he sat on the porch of his home.
Earlier this year, he hired an artist to paint a mural commemorating the events of 1992 on a brick
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Henry Keith Watson, left, stands near a mural on Raymond Avenue in Los
Angeles on Wednesday. Watson was one of the four men convicted in
the beating of truck driver Reginald Denny.

LARKSPUR EXTENSION: Despite uncertainty

with federal funding, SMART works to push
critical development to completion / A3

Americans say they feel more
optimistic about the economy
since President Donald Trump
was elected. But they certainly
are not acting that way, and that
is shaping up to be a challenge
for his administration.
Consumers
pulled
back
sharply on spending in early
2017, the Commerce Department said on Friday, reducing
the economy’s quarterly growth
to its lowest level in three years.
In fact, the 0.7 percent annual
growth rate for the period is far
below the 2.5 percent pace in
President Barack Obama’s final
three months in office, let alone
Trump’s 4 percent target.
The caution among consumers was particularly notable on
big purchases like automobiles.
Other indicators were stronger — businesses invested at a
healthy pace — but that was not
enough to offset the headwinds
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